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Abstract

Margin requirements are calculated by clearinghouses with the objective to cover the potential losses

suffered in the event of a defaulting member. There exist various risk management methods for this

purpose. In this thesis the CORE methodology, a risk management method for calculating risk

for multi-asset multimarket portfolios, is investigated and implemented. In the case of a member

default the clearinghouse has to liquidate the failing participants portfolio. Closing out all positions

as soon as possible may increase risk and therefore a schedule for how the liquidation should be

executed is crucial. The CORE methodology recognize that the closeout process is dynamic, and

one of its main components is determining an optimal liquidation strategy. The implementation

of the CORE methodology involves solving a mixed integer linear problem. To evaluate the im-

plementation it is tested on a number of synthetic portfolios, containing different instruments and

combinations of them, and possible future states of the market. The liquidation strategies obtained

using the implementation are compared to the naive strategies, where all positions are liquidated as

fast as possible while still respecting constraints concerning e.g. liquidity. For all tested portfolios

the worst case permanent loss, for the considered scenarios, associated with the closeout process is

smaller when employing the strategies found using the implementation compared to when using the

naive strategy. Further testing of the implementation should be done, for example backtesting on

historical data.
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Sammanfattning

Marginalsäkerheter beräknas av clearinghus med syfte att täcka eventuella förluster i händelse av

att en medlem inte kan upprätth̊alla sina åtaganden. Det finns flera metoder för att beräkna

marginalsäkerheter och i denna uppsats ligger fokus p̊a att undersöka och implementera CORE

metodologin som är en riskhanteringsmodell för att beräkna risken för portföljer inneh̊allandes

olika typer av finansiella instrument fr̊an olika marknader. Om en medlem inte kan upprätth̊alla

sina åtaganden m̊aste clearinghuset likvidera medlemmens portfölj. Att avveckla alla positioner i

portföljen s̊a snabbt som möjligt kan öka risken och därför är det viktigt att hitta en strategi för hur

detta ska g̊a till. CORE metodologin tar hänsyn till att likvideringsprocessen är dynamisk och en

av dess huvudkomponenter är att bestämma en optimal likvideringsstrategi. Implementationen av

CORE innefattar att lösa ett linjärt optimeringsproblem där vissa av variablerna är begränsade till

att vara heltal. För att utvärdera implementationen s̊a testas den p̊a ett antal syntetiska portföljer,

inneh̊allandes olika finansiella instrument och kombinationer av dessa, samt framtida tillst̊and av

marknaden. Likvideringsstrategierna som erh̊alls genom att använda implementationen jämförs

med en naiv strategi, där alla positioner likvideras s̊a snabbt som möjligt men där begränsningar

berörande t.ex. likviditet änd̊a respekteras. För alla syntetiska portföljer s̊a är den värsta per-

manenta förlusten i avvecklingsprocessen mindre när strategierna erh̊allna genom implementationen

används jämfört med när den naiva strategin används. Fortsatt testning av implementationen borde

göras, t.ex. backtesting p̊a historisk data.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Background

A clearinghouse is a financial institution that provides stability and efficiency to the financial markets

it acts on. One of their main functions are acting as central counter parties (CCP) for all cleared

transactions. This implies acting as a buyer to every seller and a seller to every buyer. The

clearinghouse takes on the obligation to deliver the assets to the long (buying) position and pay

the short (selling) position. Through this process the clearinghouse takes on the counterparty risk

associated with the transactions, which is the risk of a counterparty not fulfilling its obligations.

This gives both the buyer and the seller the chance to close out their positions independently of

each other, eliminating the counterparty risk between the participants. In Figure 1.1 the third party

function is illustrated, where member A has a short position in some assets and member B has the

long position.

Member A Clearinghouse Member B

Deliver asset

Payment

Deliver asset

Payment

Figure 1.1: Illustration of how the clearinghouse works as an intermediary in trades.

Being the counterparty in every contract it follows that the CCPs net position on every cleared

contract is zero, and therefore, it is not directly exposed to market risk. Market risk is the risk of

positions in the portfolio loosing in value due to price movements. The CCP is however exposed

to the risk that one or several of their clearing members may default. If a member defaults, the

responsibility of all its cleared obligations falls on the clearinghouse and this event would expose the

CCP to market risk and liquidity risk associated with handling the portfolio of the failed member.

The liquidity of an asset refers to how easy the asset is to buy or sell without affecting its price

and the liquidity risk arises if there are illiquid assets in the portfolio. In a high liquidity market,

making a large order on a security will not affect the price significantly. An illiquid instrument on

the other hand is very hard to sell without making an impact on the price and it derives from the

shortage of interested buyers or the absence of an established trading market.

In the event of a default the CCP may experience financial losses. To protect itself and prevent

this from happening the CCP has safeguard systems aiming to mitigate the impact, and one part

of the safeguard system entails the trading members paying collateral. Collateral works as a guar-

antee and can consist of both cash and securities. The collateral required from a participant is

calculated using risk models. Two popular risk models are value at risk (VaR) and standardized

portfolio analysis of risk (SPAN). VaR calculates the potential loss for a portfolio over a specified

time horizon and confidence interval. SPAN calculates for a specified time period the worst possible
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

loss given a set of scenarios of movements in market variables. These two methods do not take into

account the process of unwinding a defaulters portfolio. This is a limitation not possessed by the

CORE (Closeout Risk Evaluation) methodology put forth by BM&FBovespa [1] with the aim to

sufficiently representing the problem of CCP risk management. It is a risk management approach for

multi-asset, multimarket central counterparties that estimates the potential losses associated with

liquidating a defaulters portfolio by considering the closeout procedure. To incorporate this, the

risk estimate is obtained by defining an optimal strategy for liquidating the portfolio and evaluating

the potential losses for a number of adverse scenarios.

The goal of this project is to investigate the CORE methodology developed by BMF&FBovespa [1],

and to implement a model for calculating risk of a multi-asset financial portfolio using this theory.

In the risk model uncertainty about the future is modeled using a discrete set of paths of risk factors

called scenarios. This thesis mainly focus on the optimization problem, and only briefly describes

the theory behind generating these scenarios. The implementation is tested using a number of dif-

ferent portfolios limited to consisting of certain types of financial instruments.

This thesis is made in collaboration with Cinnober Financial Technology AB. It is a company special-

izing in building trading and clearing solutions and they provide financial technology to exchanges

and clearinghouses mainly. They have customers all around the world including Australian Stock Ex-

change, Johannesburg Stock Exchange, London Metal Exchange’s clearinghouse LME Clear among

others. The solutions are based on their own TRADExpressTM platform and furthermore their

system for clearing of financial transactions is called TRADExpressTM RealTime Clearing (RTC).

1.2 Disposition

This thesis contains five chapters, starting with this introduction. Chapter 2 contains the relevant

theory, including a presentation of financial instruments and the CORE methodology. Chapter 3

includes the formulation of the optimization problem used to define a closeout strategy and how it

is implemented as well as the procedure used to test the implementation. The results are presented

in chapter 4 and lastly in chapter 5 the results are discussed and suggestions on future work are

given.
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Chapter 2

Theory

This chapter presents the relevant theory for the thesis. The chapter begins with a section about

how stock prices can be modeled and a presentation of the financial instruments used in this thesis

along with their price formulas. The theory of the CORE methodology is then described, and the

chapter finally ends with a section about integer programming.

2.1 Financial instruments

Financial instruments are tradable assets and they can be divided into two categories: cash instru-

ments or derivatives. The value of cash instruments are determined directly by the markets while

the value of a derivative depends on other assets. Derivatives are in turn divided into exchange-

traded derivatives and Over-The-Counter (OTC) derivatives. Derivatives traded on the exchange

are standardized contracts while OTC derivatives are tailor-made. Since OTC contracts are non-

standardized, some of them can be difficult to sell and are therefore considered illiquid. In order to

sell these the clearinghouse sometimes has to arrange an auction. The price functions in this section

are obtained from [2].

2.1.1 Stock

Geometric Brownian motion (GBM) is the model most commonly used to model stock price be-

haviour [2]. It is a continuous-time stochastic process

dS

S
= µdt+ σdW (t), (2.1)

where µ is the expected rate of return, σ is the volatility and W (t) is a Wiener process. A Wiener

process is a stochastic process characterised by the following properties [3]:

1. W (0) = 0.

2. It has independent increments. This means that if 0 ≤ t0 < t1 ≤ t2 < t3, W (t3)−W (t2) and

W (t1)−W (t0) are independent.

3. W (t+ h)−W (t) ∼ N(0, h).

4. W has continuous paths.

The solution of equation (2.1) is obtained using Itô’s lemma [3]

S(t) = S(0)e(µ−
1
2σ

2)t+σW (t). (2.2)

To generate discrete values of S at times 0 = t0 < t1 < · · · < tJ the following formula is used

S(tj+1) = S(tj)e
(µ− 1

2σ
2)(tj+1−tj)+σ

√
tj+1−tjZ(tj+1), (2.3)
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CHAPTER 2. THEORY

where Z(tj), for 1 < j < J , are independent and Z(tj) ∼ N(0, 1). When simulating l correlated

assets, multidimensional GBM can be used. This is specified as a system of l stochastic differential

equations
dSi(t)

Si(t)
= µidt+ σidWi(t). (2.4)

The Wi(t) are correlated standard Wiener processes, and the correlation of Wi(t) and Wj(t) is ρij .

To generate the correlated Wiener processes, the correlation matrix and Cholesky factorization can

be used. The correlation matrix is

C =


1 ρ1,2 · · · ρ1,l
ρ2,1 1 · · · ρ2,l

...
...

. . .
...

ρl,1 ρl,2 · · · 1

 . (2.5)

If C is a positive definite matrix, it has a Cholesky factorization. Then, the Cholesky factorization

of C is a lower triangular matrix, L, such that C = LLT . To generate correlated standard normals,

independent standard normals are generated and multiplied with L. From this correlated asset

paths can be simulated. For more detail, see [3]. Figure 2.1 displays the paths of two correlated

stocks generated using multidimensional GBM.
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Stock 1 µ = 0.02 σ  = 0.1

Stock 2 µ = 0.01 σ  = 0.15

Figure 2.1: Sample paths of two stocks, where ρ = 0.9.
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2.1. FINANCIAL INSTRUMENTS

2.1.2 Forward and Futures contract

A forward is an OTC derivative and it is a an agreement to buy or sell an underlying asset on a

given date for a certain price. The current value of a long position in a forward contract is

f = (F0 −K)e−rT , (2.6)

where F0 is the current forward price, r is the risk-free interest rate, K is the delivery price and T is

the time to delivery in terms of years. The value of a short position is the negative value of equation

(2.6). A futures contract is similar to a forward contract, but these are normally traded on an

exchange. It is also an agreement to buy or sell a specified asset at a future date for a certain price,

but one difference from a forward is that they are marked-to-marked, meaning that the contract

is valued and settled daily until the end of the contract. The price of a futures contract can be

considered equal to the price of a forward contract with the same delivery date for most purposes

[2]. The price F0 of a futures/forward contract is calculated using

F0 = S0e
(r−c)T , (2.7)

where S0 is the current spot price of the underlying asset, and c consists of dividend yield, conve-

nience yield, storage cost and/or known income associated with the underlying asset.

2.1.3 Option

An option is a financial derivative (OTC and exchange-traded) that gives the long position the right,

but not the obligation, to buy/sell a specific financial asset at a given price (strike price) during a

specified time or on a specific date (exercise date). The short position is obligated to sell/buy the

financial asset if the long position decides to exercise the option, and for this it receives a premium

paid by the long position. The option can either be a call option or a put option. For a call option

the long position has the right to buy a financial asset, while for a put option the buyer instead has

the right to sell. If an option can be exercised on any date during the life of the contract the option

is of the type American. European options can only be exercised at the end of its life. The price

of an option depends on several factors, such as the strike price, the price of the underlying, the

time until expiration, the interest rate, dividends and the volatility of the underlying instrument.

To calculate this price there exist several theoretical formulas and one of the most famous is the

Black-Scholes formula for pricing European options on non-dividend paying stock. It was derived

with the assumptions that the risk-free rate r is constant and that the price of the underlying stock

S follows a geometric Brownian motion with constant drift and volatility σ. The Black-Scholes

formula for a call option is

CBS = S0N(dBS1 )−Ke−rTN(dBS2 ), (2.8)

and for a put option

PBS = Ke−rTN(−dBS2 )− S0N(−dBS1 ), (2.9)

where

dBS1 =
ln(S0/K) + (r + σ2/2)T

σ
√
T

, (2.10)

dBS2 = dBS1 − σ
√
T , (2.11)

and N(x) is the cumulative probability distribution of a standardized normal distribution, K is the

strike price and T is the time to maturity. A variant of the Black-Scholes model is the Black model

which is used for valuing European options on futures contracts. The assumptions that the futures
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CHAPTER 2. THEORY

price F follows the process dF = σFdW , where W is a Wiener process, is made. Also the volatility

σ of the futures price and the risk-free interest rate r are assumed to be constant. The Black formula

for a call option is

CB = e−rT [F0N(dB1 )−KN(dB2 )], (2.12)

and for a put option

PB = e−rT [KN(−dB2 )− F0N(−dB1 )], (2.13)

where

dB1 =
ln(F0/K) + σ2T/2

σ
√
T

, (2.14)

dB2 = dB1 − σ
√
T . (2.15)

2.2 The CORE methodology

The CORE methodology was developed by BM&FBovespa [1] in their work to improve their existing

post-trade infrastructure. It is a risk management approach specifically developed to estimate risk

for multi-asset multimarket clearinghouses in a realistic way. The CORE approach consists of three

main components:

1. Definition of the optimal closeout strategy for a portfolio.

2. The valuation of potential losses using the optimal strategy for a set of scenarios.

3. Computation of risk metrics (permanent and transient losses) using the results obtained from

component 2.

One of the major features of the CORE methodology is that it takes into account the dynamics

of a portfolio. It considers the restrictions, frictions and operational aspects associated with the

liquidation process, such as different liquidity profiles and settlement horizons of assets. It defines

a way to closeout the portfolio in an orderly manner while fulfilling all obligations and avoiding

market disruptions. The closeout strategy should be arranged so that it mitigates risk. If a portfolio

contains hedges, which are trades that reduces the risk of a portfolio, liquidating the portfolio as

fast as possible might not be the best way as this can increase risk. A strategy where the hedges

are kept could be advantageous as it will offset risk and require less collateral from the trading

member. The collateral is determined considering that the liquidation could happen under adverse

market conditions. The liquidation strategy is crucial, as illustrated in the simple example given in

Example 1.

Example 1 Importance of closeout strategy:

Consider a portfolio consisting of a long position in a futures contract that can be settled

on day T + 1 and a short position in another futures contract with the same characteristics,

except that this contract cannot be settled until day T+4. Assume further that the positions

in the portfolio make a perfect hedge (the risk is eliminated completely). The whole portfolio

must be closed out in a maximum of 4 days. There are no liquidity constraints, meaning the

positions can be liquidated in a single time step. The naive strategy would be to liquidate

the instruments as soon as possible, that is to close out the long position on day T + 1 and

the short position on day T+4. In this approach the hedge is lost and hence there is a chance

of potential losses. A better strategy would be to liquidate both assets on T + 4. Keeping

the hedge, the portfolio is not exposed to any market risk. This simple example shows that

6



2.2. THE CORE METHODOLOGY

determining a good closeout strategy when liquidating a portfolio is important in order to

mitigate risk.

The CORE methodology should rather be viewed as a framework than a static methodology, and

can be implemented in several ways [4]. This thesis focus on the methods described in [4] and [5].

See [6] for an additional approach.

2.2.1 Closeout strategy

The first component of the CORE methodology is the definition of a closeout strategy for a portfolio.

A closeout strategy is a scheme of how to liquidate the portfolio over a given time horizon, that is a

specification of how much of each instrument to liquidate at each time step. This strategy aims to

minimize the potential losses with respect to a defined liquidation horizon and specific restrictions

associated with the contracts in the portfolio. The strategy is found through an optimization problem

where potential losses are minimized for a worst case scenario. Let the time of the member default

be denoted by T0 and let I = {1, 2, ..., I} represent the set of all the financial instruments contained

in the portfolio. The absolute quantity of instrument i at time t = T0 + 0 is expressed as Qi,0. The

portfolio is a collection of all the instruments and is denoted by Q0,

Q0 =
[
Q1,0 Q2,0 · · · QI,0

]
. (2.16)

Besides the positions of the initial portfolio, Q0 contains the posted collateral (assets and cash) of

the defaulting member. Including the collateral will increase the chance of natural hedges in the

portfolio. Then, if the financial outcome after the liquidation is positive the portfolio was properly

collateralized. Let the time horizon for liquidating the portfolio be H = {1, 2, ...,H}. The closeout

strategy Q is then represented by a matrix of size I ×H

Q =


Q1,1 Q1,2 · · · Q1,H

Q2,1 Q2,2 · · · Q2,H

Q3,1 Q3,2 · · · Q3,H

...
...

. . .
...

QI,1 QI,2 · · · QI,H

 , (2.17)

where Qi,h is the absolute quantity of instrument i liquidated at time t = T0 + h. The scheme of

the relative quantities liquidated is represented by the matrix q where the element qi,h =
Qi,h

Qi,0 is

the relative quantity of instrument i liquidated at time t = T0 + h. In [4] and [5] the optimization

problem and restrictions are given in terms of the relative quantities q, but in the following sections

they will be given in terms of Q.

2.2.1.1 Permanent and transient losses

The closeout strategy should be optimal in the sense that it minimizes losses during the liquidation

process. These potential losses can be divided into two categories: permanent and transient. Per-

manent losses are realized losses and they occur if the financial result after liquidation is negative.

A transient loss is an unrealized loss, that is a temporary loss during the closeout process. These

concepts are illustrated in Example 2.

7



CHAPTER 2. THEORY

Example 2 Permanent and transient losses:

Assume a liquidation process of two days. On the first day a cash flow of −100 occurs while

on the second day a cash flow of +100 occurs. As these two cash flows sum up to zero there

is no permanent loss. However there is a temporary loss of 100 and therefore a transient loss

has occured.

2.2.1.2 Restrictions on closeout process

There are a number of constraints that can be imposed on the closeout process, deriving from

functional and liquidity attributes of the instruments. The restrictions are given in terms of Q0 and

Q.

Total liquidation At the end of the defined time horizon H all elements should have been liqui-

dated.
H∑
h=1

Qi,h = Qi,0,∀i ∈ I (2.18)

Monotonically decreasing inventory No new positions should be entered or existing ones in-

creased during the closeout process.

0 ≤ Qi,h ≤ Qi,0,∀i ∈ I,∀h ∈ H (2.19)

No partial liquidation For some financial instruments, all positions in that certain instrument in-

cluded in the portfolio have to be liquidated at the same time. This applies to OTC instruments

since these are not standardized and they may have to be auctioned by the clearinghouse.

Qi,h = Qi,0, for some i ∈ I and h ∈ H (2.20)

Execution lag There is a time between the detection of a default and the start of liquidation. This

is different for every instrument and denoted by τi.

Qi,h = 0,∀i ∈ I, h < τi ∈ H (2.21)

Market depth Every instrument has a market depth Ki. This is the limit of how many financial

instruments of type i that can be liquidated in a day without affecting the price of the asset

significantly.

Qi,h ≤ Ki,∀i ∈ I,∀h ∈ H (2.22)

2.2.1.3 Risk scenarios

To model uncertainty in the CORE methodology, risk scenarios are used. A risk scenario is a state

of the world. Since the value of assets depends on risk factors such as interest rates, prices and

volatilities, the risk scenarios consist of changes in these. Let Ω denote a finite set of states of

natures, where a specific state is denoted by k. The path of potential realizations of the risk factor

n under the state of nature k is represented by G(k)n =
[
G(k)n,1 G(k)n,2 · · · G(k)n,H

]
, where

G(k)n,h is the value of risk factor n at time t = T0 + h. If there are N risk factors, a risk scenario

rk is an N ×H matrix consisting of N risk factor paths G(k)n. The risk scenario under the state

8



2.2. THE CORE METHODOLOGY

of nature k is expressed as

rk =


G(k)1,1 G(k)1,2 · · · G(k)1,H
G(k)2,1 G(k)2,2 · · · G(k)2,H
G(k)3,1 G(k)3,2 · · · G(k)3,H

...
...

. . .
...

G(k)N,1 G(k)N,2 · · · G(k)N,H

 . (2.23)

The set of risk scenarios considered is denoted R. To illustrate, an example of a risk scenario is

given in Example 3.

Example 3 Risk scenario:

Assume we have two spot risk factors, the price of two different stocks, and a liquidation

period of three days. Today the price of stock one is S1(0) = 100 and the price of the other

stock S2(0) = 150. Suppose one possible path of S1 is S1(1) = 110, S1(2) = 150, S1(3) = 170

and one possible path of S2 is S2(1) = 140, S2(2) = 110, S2(3) = 100. These two paths

combined can constitute a risk scenario

r1 =

[
110 150 170

140 110 100

]
.

2.2.1.4 The result function

In order to set up the optimization problem, the result function is defined. The result function

ψi(rk, h) represents the potential profit and loss (P&L) of the position in instrument i in risk

scenario rk at time t = T0 + h. The formulation of the result function for instrument i depends

on if the instrument incorporates daily settlement. If so, the result function represents the daily

cash flows generated by an instrument, which depends on the daily price variation. In the case

of instruments not being marked-to-market the result function is the current closeout cost of the

instrument, that is, the value of the position in instrument i evaluated at time t = T0 + h. Given

this, the result function is expressed as

ψi(rk, h) =

{
φi ×Qi,0 × [Pi(rk, h)− Pi(rk, h− 1)], i ∈ DS

φi ×Qi,0 × Pi(rk, h),
(2.24)

where φi equals 1 if the portfolio has a long position in instrument i, and equals −1 if the position

is short. Pi(rk, h) is the price function of one unit of instrument i at time t = T0 + h evaluated in

risk scenario rk. The instruments that have daily settlement make up DS.

2.2.1.5 The aggregated result function

Given the result function, the aggregated result function L is defined. It is a function for the

cumulative P&L of the portfolio until t = T0 + h. For the same reason stated earlier, it will have

two cases. In the case of instruments with daily settlement the accumulated result function includes

the amount of cash received or paid when closing out positions and the cash flow related to the

maintenance of the positions left in the portfolio. For instruments not being marked-to-market the

accumulative result function considers the cash flow paid or received when liquidating positions.

The aggregated result function for instrument i at time t = T0 + h assessed under scenario rk is

9



CHAPTER 2. THEORY

given by

Li(rk, h) =

{∑h
t=1

1
Qi,0

(Qi,t + Si,t)× ψi(rk, t), i ∈ DS∑h
t=1

Qi,t

Qi,0
× ψi(rk, t),

(2.25)

where Si,h is the number of instruments of type i that has yet to be liquidated at time t = T0 + h.

This is expressed in terms of Q

Si,h = Qi,0 −
h∑
t=1

Qi,t =

H∑
t=h+1

Qi,t. (2.26)

The aggregated result function for the whole portfolio at time t = T0 +h assessed under scenario rk
is then

L(rk, h) =

I∑
i=1

Li(rk, h). (2.27)

To illustrate the meaning of the result function and aggregated result function an example is given

in Example 4.

Example 4 Aggregated result function:

Assume we have a portfolio consisting of five short positions in a futures contract and a

liquidation period of two days. The futures contract has a stock as underlying and its price

can be calculated using equation (2.7). The current price of the stock is S(0) = 100 and let

one risk scenario for the price of the stock be r1 =
[
110 150

]
. As the futures contract is

settled daily its result function is calculated using case 1 in equation (2.24)

ψ1(r1, 1) = −1× 5× [110− 100] = −50,

ψ1(r1, 2) = −1× 5× [150− 110] = −200.

This represents the daily cash flows that have to be settled for the position in the futures

contract. The aggregated result function is calculated using case 1 in equation (2.25) and

its value depends on the liquidation strategy. On the first time step the aggregated result

function is

L1(r1, 1) =
1

5
× (Q1,1 + S1,1)×−50 = −10(Q1,1 + S1,1).

The −10Q1,1 represents the cash flow from the settled positions and −10S1,1 is the variational

margin paid or received due to the positions that have not been settled. For time step two

the aggregated result function is

L1(r1, 2) = L1(r1, 1) +
1

5
× (Q1,2 + S1,2)×−200 = −10(Q1,1 + S1,1)− 40(Q1,2 + S1,2).

The −10(Q1,1 + S1,1) is the cash flow in time step one and −40(Q1,2 + S1,2) is the cash flow

for time step two. Together they sum up to the cumulative P&L until time step two.

2.2.1.6 Optimization problem

The CORE approach aims to minimize losses, both transient and permanent, connected to the

liquidation of a portfolio. The first component of the methodology is to determine a liquidation

10
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strategy, which is found by solving an optimization problem. In [4] [5] the problem is stated as

max
Q

min
rk∈R

min
τ∈H

L(rk, τ). (2.28)

subject to the constraints (2.18), (2.19), (2.20), (2.21) and (2.22). Solving this will yield the strategy

that minimizes the worst loss, permanent or transient, for a worst case scenario. In the mathematical

model given in [5] the optimization problems objective is expressed as

max
Q

[ min
rk∈R

L(rk, H) + min
rk∈R

min
τ∈H

L(rk, τ)] (2.29)

Here the permanent loss and the worst transient loss is minimized for a worst case scenario.

2.2.2 Potential losses evaluation

When the optimal closeout strategy Q∗ has been determined, potential losses can be calculated.

These are evaluated for every scenario and time step resulting in a P&L matrix

V(rk) =


v1,1(rk) v1,2(rk) · · · v1,H(rk)

v2,1(rk) v2,2(rk) · · · v2,H(rk)

v3,1(rk) v3,2(rk) · · · v3,H(rk)
...

...
. . .

...

vI,1 vI,2 · · · vI,H

 , (2.30)

where

vi,h(rk) =

 1
Qi,0

(Q∗i,h + S∗i,h)× ψi(rk, h), i ∈ DS
Q∗

i,h

Qi,0
× ψi(rk, h).

(2.31)

Again, there are two cases depending on if the instrument considered has a daily settlement mech-

anism or not. Note that vi,h(rk) is not the cumulative P&L, but the single gain or loss for time

t = T0 + h.

2.2.3 Computation of risk metrics - permanent and transient losses

The third component of the CORE methodology consists of calculation of defined risk metrics: total

permanent loss and total transient loss. These are obtained by using the calculated P&L matrices.

The permanent loss is the final financial outcome after the liquidation period. For risk scenario rk,

the permanent loss PL(rk) is calculated by summing all elements in the P&L matrix V(rk)

PL(rk) = min(0,

I∑
i=1

H∑
h=1

vi,h(rk)). (2.32)

In addition to the permanent loss there can be large liquidity gaps during the closeout process that

have to be funded by the clearinghouse. This is measured by the total transient loss metric. It is

defined as the additional funds needed in excess of the permanent losses. If the collateral posted by

the member should cover liquidity gaps as well as permanent losses the total transient loss metric

for scenario rk, TL(rk), is then

TL(rk) = min(0,−PL+ min(0,

I∑
i=1

vi,1(rk),

I∑
i=1

(vi,1(rk) + vi,2(rk)), · · · ,
I∑
i=1

H∑
h=1

vi,h(rk))). (2.33)

11
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The risk metric proposed to use for initial margin calculation purposes is the c-value. It is defined

as the minimum of the sum of the total permanent loss and the total transient loss assessed for all

risk scenarios, i.e.,

c-value = − min
rk∈R

(PL(rk) + TL(rk)). (2.34)

2.3 Operational research

Operational research (OR) is a field of study concerning decision making [7]. The general problem

consists of maximizing/minimizing an objective function subject to constraints. A solution is feasible

if it satisfies all the constraints. If a solution to a maximization/minimization problem, in addition to

being feasible, also renders the maximum/minimum value of the objective function it is the optimal

solution. There exist several techniques for solving OR problems. The technique used for solving a

specific problem is chosen with regard to the type of the mathematical model and its complexity.

Many OR techniques have in common that the solution is not found in a closed form, but rather

through an algorithm. In the sections below the techniques linear programming (LP) and integer

linear programming (ILP) are presented further.

2.3.1 Linear programming

If the objective function and the constraints in a problem are linear then LP can be used to solve

the problem. Problems of this kind can be solved using the simplex method and a variant of the

simplex method, the revised simplex method, is widely used in commercial code [8]. An optimal

solution to a linear problem is always found in a corner point of the solution space.

2.3.2 Integer linear programming

ILP is a technique used when, in addition to the objective function and the constrains being linear,

some or all variables are restricted to being integers. A variant is mixed integer linear programming

(MILP) where some, but not all, variables are constrained to be integers. A integer linear problem

can be formulated as

min
x

cTx

Ax ≥ b

x ≥ 0

x ∈ Zn

. (2.35)

In equation (2.35) A is a matrix and c,b and x are vectors. MILP and ILP problems are more

difficult to solve than LP problems [8]. A widely used technique for solving ILP and MILP problems

is branch and bound algorithm (B&B) and it is presented in section 2.3.2.1.

2.3.2.1 Branch and bound algorithm

The first branch and bound algorithm was proposed by A. Land and G. Doig in 1960 [9]. It is the

base algorithm most commonly used for solving ILP problems in commercial software [7]. The idea

is to enumerate the solution space, solve smaller problems and from this information find the optimal

solution. However a complete enumeration is impossible if the number of variables in the problem

is not small. B&B uses bounds on the optimal solution and is then able to eliminate candidate

solutions. In B&B the problem is partitioned into smaller subsets that are solved, using for example

the simplex algorithm. Then the subsets are examined and bounds for the optimal solution are

created. If no integer solution is found the problem is further divided into new problems. This
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continues until all subsets are fathomed, meaning there is no need to investigate them further. The

general B&B algorithm is given below. The term subproblem refers to a problem derived from the

original problem by adding constraints.

1. Start with original ILP problem. If the problem is a maximization/minimization problem, set

lower/upper bound z′ = −∞/∞, respectively. Take away the integrality restrictions. We now

got an LP problem, which is a relaxation of the ILP problem. Add this problem to a waiting

list.

2. Pick a subproblem from the waiting list and solve.

3. Examine the solution. If one of the following three conditions holds, the subproblem can be

fathomed:

(a) The found optimal solution is an integer solution, yielding the optimum value z.

(b) The optimal solution of the relaxed problem does not yield a better value than the current

lower/upper bound. It can be fathomed because it would be impossible for the integer

solution of the subproblem to produce a higher/lower value.

(c) There is no feasible solution.

If the subproblem cannot be fathomed, go to step 5. Else, go to step 4.

4. If an integer solution is found that yields a higher/lower value of the objective function than

z′, set z′ = z and store the solution. If all subproblems have been fathomed, stop. The optimal

solution to the original ILP problem is found, and the optimum value is z′. If this is not a

finite number, then no feasible solution exist. If not all subproblems are fathomed, go to step

2.

5. Choose a branching variable xj . This should be a variable with an integrality restriction in

the original ILP problem that in the optimal solution to the current subproblem renders a

fractional value. Create two subproblems by eliminating the region where bxjc < xj < dxje.
This is done by letting one subproblem consist of the current subproblem with the restriction

xj ≤ bxjc and the other of the current subproblem with the restriction xj ≥ dxje. Add the

two new subproblems to the waiting list and go to step 2.

If the problem is a MILP problem the only difference is that the continuous variables can never

be chosen as branching variables. It is not specified in step 2 what subproblem to pick from the

waiting list. This is an important problem since the order in which the subproblems are picked

can affect the computational time greatly. For example, assuming a maximization problem, picking

a subproblem yielding a large optimum integer solution will enable us to fathome all subproblems

with their optimum below this. Furthermore, there can be multiple choices regarding the branching

variable. It does not exist any solid theory, with consistent results, for making these choices, and

this is a major drawback of ILP [7]. A simple example of how a solution is found through the branch

and bound algorithm is given in Example 5.
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Example 5 Branch and bound algorithm:

We have the following ILP problem and we solve it using B&B

min −6x− 5y

s.t. 3x+ y ≤ 11

−x+ 2y ≤ 5

x, y nonnegative integer

. (2.36)

By using B&B an enumeration of the solution space is generated, see Figure 2.2. Now we go

through the steps of the algorithm leading to the optimal solution.

1. Start with initial ILP problem in node 1. As it is a minimization problem the upper

bound of the solution is set to z′ = ∞. The solution of the LP relaxation of problem

(2.36) is x = 2 3
7 , x2 = 3 5

7 yielding the optimal value z = −33 1
7 . This node cannot be

fathomed, choose x as a branching variable and create the two new subproblems (node

2 and node 3).

2. Solve the LP problem in node 2. This yields the solution x = 2, y = 3.5 with optimum

z = −29.5. This node cannot be fathomed. Chose y as a branching variable and create

the two new subproblems (node 4 and node 5).

3. Solve the LP problem in node 4, yielding the solution x = 2, y = 3 with optimum

z = −27. Since this is an integer solution and z < z′, update upper bound z′ = −27

and mark node as fathomed.

4. Solve the LP problem in node 5. The LP problem is infeasible and the node can be

marked as fathomed by infeasibility.

5. Pick the LP problem in node 3 and solve. This yields the solution x = 3, y = 2 with

optimum z = −28. Since this is an integer solution and z < z′, update upper bound

z′ = −28 and mark node as fathomed.

6. All nodes have now been evaluated and the optimal solution is found at node 3.

Node 1

x = 2 3
7 , y = 3 5

7 , z = −33 1
7

Node 2

x = 2, y = 3.5, z = −29.5

Node 4

x = 2, y = 3, z = −27

y ≤ 3

Node 5

No feasible solution

y ≥ 4

x ≤ 2

Node 3

x = 3, y = 2, z = −28

x ≥ 3

Figure 2.2: Enumeration tree of the solution space. The optimal solution is marked with green.
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Chapter 3

Method

This chapter starts with a section about how the optimization problem used to find a optimal

liquidation strategy can be written as a MILP problem. Then the structure of and information on

the implementation is presented and the chapter finally ends with a section about the test procedure

of the implementation and the portfolios the tests are performed on.

3.1 The mixed integer linear problem

To obtain the optimal strategy for liquidating a portfolio, a maximin problem has to be solved. In

this case the optimization problem can be solved using techniques of linear optimization, by first

reformulating it as a linear problem. How this is done is presented in section 3.1.1. Furthermore,

in chapter 2 the formulas of the optimization problem are given in terms of the absolute amount

liquidated, Q. Fractions of instruments cannot be traded, and therefore these variables should have

the restriction to take on integer values only. The problem to solve will therefore be a mixed integer

linear problem.

3.1.1 Optimization problem

An optimal liquidation strategy can be achieved by means of linear programming. In this section

we will first present the general form of the problem and then we will move on to formulate a few

variants of the objective function used to find a strategy. All these optimization problems will be

maximin problems, and can be formulated as MILP problems. Maximin refers to making the best

of the worst possible conditions. The general form of the problem of finding an optimal liquidation

strategy is

max
Q

F (Q) (3.1a)

s.t.

H∑
h=1

Qi,h = Q1,0∀i ∈ I (3.1b)

Qi,h ≥ 0 ∀i ∈ I,∀h ∈ H (3.1c)

Qi,h ≤ Qi,0∀i ∈ I,∀h ∈ H (3.1d)

Qi,h = Qi,0 for some i ∈ I and h ∈ H (3.1e)

Qi,h = 0 ∀i ∈ I, h < τi ∈ H (3.1f)

Qi,h = 0 ∀i ∈ I, h > τexpni ∈ H (3.1g)

Qi,h ≤ Ki ∀i ∈ I,∀h ∈ H (3.1h)

and Qi,h ∈ Z ∀i ∈ I,∀h ∈ H (3.1i)

where F (Q) is the objective function, that can be varied depending on what the strategy should

accomplish. Constraints (3.1b-3.1f) and (3.1h) correspond to the ones given in (2.18-2.22). The time
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of expiration of instrument i is denoted τexpni and it is used to define constraint (3.1g), concerning

the fact that no trade is to occur after the expiration of a contract. Constraint (3.1i) restrict the

number of liquidated financial instruments to be integer values. In the following sections we will go

through possible choices of F (Q) in equation (3.1a).

3.1.1.1 Permanent and worst transient loss in worst case scenario

If the objective of the strategy is to minimize the permanent and largest transient loss for a worst

case scenario, F (Q) in optimization problem (3.1) takes the form

min
rk∈R

[L(rk, H) + min
h∈H

L(rk, h)]. (3.2)

This optimization problem can be written as a linear problem by introducing the auxiliary variable

LWL = min
rk∈R

[L(rk, H) + min
h∈H

L(rk, h)]. LWL represents the minimum sum of the permanent loss

and the worst value of the transient loss over all scenarios, which is the same thing as equation (3.2).

This variable will be used as the objective, but in order to assure that LWL will equal equation (3.2)

extra constraints have to be introduced. The minimum of several values is less than or equal to each

of them. Since LWL represents the minimum sum of the permanent loss and the minimum value of

the transient loss over all scenarios, it is less than or equal to the sum of the permanent loss and

the minimum value of the transient loss for every scenario. We have

LWL ≤ L(rk, H) + min
h∈H

L(rk, h) ∀rk ∈ R. (3.3)

Again, applying that the minimum of several values is less than or equal to every one of them we

get

LWL ≤ L(rk, H) + L(rk, h) ∀h ∈ H, rk ∈ R. (3.4)

When substituting LWL as the objective function and adding the equation (3.4) as a constraint in

the optimization problem (3.1), we arrive at the linear problem

max
Q

LWL (3.5a)

s.t.

H∑
h=1

Qi,h = Q1,0 ∀i ∈ I (3.5b)

Qi,h ≥ 0 ∀i ∈ I,∀h ∈ H (3.5c)

Qi,h ≤ Qi,0 ∀i ∈ I,∀h ∈ H (3.5d)

Qi,h = Qi,0 for some i ∈ I and h ∈ H (3.5e)

Qi,h = 0 ∀i ∈ I, h < τi ∈ H (3.5f)

Qi,h = 0 ∀i ∈ I, h > τexpni ∈ H (3.5g)

Qi,h ≤ Ki ∀i ∈ I,∀h ∈ H (3.5h)

LWL ≤ L(rk, H) + L(rk, h) ∀h ∈ H, rk ∈ R (3.5i)

and Qi,h ∈ Z ∀i ∈ I,∀h ∈ H (3.5j)

All variables except LWL have to take on integer values, making this a MILP problem.
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3.1.1.2 Permanent loss in worst case scenario

To find a strategy that minimizes the permanent loss for a worst case scenario, F (Q) in the opti-

mization problem (3.1) would take the form

min
rk∈R

L(rk, H) (3.6)

To rewrite this as a linear problem the same procedure as in section 3.1.1.1 is followed. The auxiliary

variable LPL = min
rk∈R

L(rk, H) is introduced as well as the constraints

LPL ≤ L(rk, H) ∀rk ∈ R. (3.7)

Assigning F (Q) = LPL and introducing the extra constraints in (3.7) in the optimization problem

(3.1) this becomes a MILP problem.

3.1.1.3 Transient loss in worst case scenario

To find a strategy that minimizes the worst transient loss for a worst case scenario, F (Q) in the

optimization problem (3.1) would take the form

min
rk∈R

min
h∈H

L(rk, h). (3.8)

To rewrite this as a linear problem the auxiliary variable LTL = min
rk∈R

min
h∈H

L(rk, h) is introduced as

well as the constraints

LTL ≤ L(rk, h) ∀h ∈ H,∀rk ∈ R. (3.9)

Using F (Q) = LTL and introducing the extra constraints given in (3.9) in the optimization problem

(3.1), it becomes a MILP problem.

3.1.2 Size of the problem

The number of variables in the optimization problem (3.1) depends on the number of instruments,

I, in the portfolio as well as on how many time steps, H, are needed for liquidation. The total

number of variables in the problem is (I ×H + 1), where the extra 1 is the auxiliary variable LWL,

LPL or LTL. However, there are constraints that assign a specific value to some of the variables.

For example, if any of the instruments expire during the closeout period, have an execution lag or

cannot be partially liquidated the variables to determine will decrease.

The number of constraints depends on I, H and on the number of scenarios, |R|. The number of

constraints introduced of the type (3.1b) is I. The constraints (3.1d) and (3.1h) both handle the

upper bound of the variables. In the implementation the upper bound of a variable Qi,h is set to

min(Ki, Qi,0) to eliminate redundant constraints. All variables except LWL, LPL or LTL will have

an upper and lower bound, providing 2× (I×H) constraints. The number of constraints introduced

from constraint (3.1f) is
∑I
i=1(τi−1). Depending on what the objective function is, different number

of extra constraints are introduced. In the case of maximizing LWL, the number of extra constraints

that are needed to guarantee that LWL is less than or equal to the worst transient and permanent

loss is (|R| ×H). This is the same if LTL is being maximized, to make sure it is the worst transient

loss over all scenarios. If LPL is being maximized, |R| extra constraints are introduced.

If no instrument expires during the closeout and all positions can be closed out partially there would
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be I + 2× (I ×H) + |R| ×H +
∑I
i=1(τi − 1) or I + 2× (I ×H) + |R|+

∑I
i=1(τi − 1) constraints

depending on if the objective is LWL, LTL or LPL. This is a lower limit of the number of constraints.

The number of constraints of the form (3.1e) and (3.1g) cannot be expressed in terms of H and

I alone, as not all instruments will have these restrictions. If an instrument would have any of

these properties, the number of extra constraints introduced are presented in the following list. If

instrument i would:

• expire during the closeout period, (H − τexpni ) extra constraints would be introduced.

• not be allowed to be partially liquidated, one extra constraints would be added.

The integer constraints of the variables are not included in these calculations.

Now let’s calculate the number of possible solutions for the strategy. For each instrument i there are

Qi,0 positions that need to be distributed over the liquidation period. However, not all instruments

can be liquidated on all time steps. Let τ̃i denote the number of time steps that it is possible

to liquidate instrument i on. Then the number of possible strategies to closeout the positions in

instrument i, is equal to the number of ways to distribute Qi,0 identical objects into τ̃i distinct

groups where each group can contain any number of objects. The formula for this is [10](
τ̃i +Qi,0 − 1

Qi,0

)
=

(Qi,0 + τ̃i − 1)!

(Qi,0)! (τ̃i − 1)!
. (3.10)

Considering the whole portfolio, the number of possible strategies are the product of all instruments

possible strategies

I∏
i=1

(
τ̃i +Qi,0 − 1

Qi,0

)
. (3.11)

3.2 Software implementation

Cinnobers RTC system is implemented in Java. Therefore, the implementation of the risk model is

done in Java using a MILP solver performing integer optimization. Figure 3.1 illustrates a simple

schematic overview of the implementation.
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Figure 3.1: Simple diagram over the structure of the program.

The input to the program consists of the current market data, risk scenarios, information about

the portfolio, instrument price functions and the desired objective of the liquidation strategy. Risk

factors can be spot risk factors, curves risk factors and surfaces risk factors. Instrument price

functions are analytical formulas used to determine the price of instruments, and the instrument

price functions included as input should contain the price functions for both the instruments in the

portfolio as well as the underlying instruments. The information about the portfolio includes:

• The instruments and the number of contracts of each.

• The market depths of the instruments.

• The days to maturity of the instruments.

• Information on whether the instruments can be partially liquidated. If an instrument does not

allow partial liquidation, the time step when it is to be liquidated is supplied.

• The execution lags (first day of trading) for the instruments.

• Which instruments incorporates daily settlement.

Given the input, the length of the liquidation period H is calculated. It is set to the shortest period

necessary in order to do the closeout but still respect the liquidity constraints and calculated using

max ( min(τexpn1 , τ1 +

⌈
Q1,0

K1

⌉
− 1), · · · ,min(τexpni , τi +

⌈
Qi,0
Ki

⌉
− 1)). (3.12)

The program will set up and solve the optimization problem, and from this gives the optimal strat-

egy, P&L matrix and defined risk metrics as output.
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To make sure the code construct the MILP problem correctly and returns the optimal strategy for

the objective function chosen, a few small cases have been calculated by hand and implemented in

JUnit tests. One of these test cases is presented in appendix A.

3.2.1 Solver

To solve the optimization problem given in (3.1) lp solve is used. It is a MILP solver based on the

revised simplex method and the branch-and-bound method. It is free to use if the rules of the GNU

LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE are followed. To use it with Java a wrapper created by

Juergen Ebert, having the same licence as lp solve, is required1.

3.2.2 Simplifications and assumptions

In the implementation a few simplifications and assumptions are made. The first one is that if a

trade is executed, the money is received/paid on the same day. Normally it takes a few days from

the trade date to the settlement day, which is when the transfer of assets and money is finished. The

second has to do with deliverable contracts. No new positions are to be added to the portfolio under

the liquidation period. If an instruments expires and the underlying asset is to be delivered, it is

assumed to be liquidated directly yielding a cash flow to equal to ±(S −K) depending on the type

of contract and position, where S is the price of the underlying at maturity and K is forward/strike

price. This should be regulated by the instrument price function. This implies that there is no

market depth on the underlying asset. This is the same as only having instruments which are cash

settled. Furthermore, the contract sizes of the financial instruments are set to be 1. For example, if

you have a call option on a stock it means that exercising it you only have the right to buy 1 stock.

Also there is no conversion of currency in the calculations, all instruments and their cash flows are

assumed to be evaluated at the same currency. The two latter simplifications are easy to eliminate

if desired.

3.3 Testing

In order to test the implementation four synthetic portfolios are created, containing different types

of instruments and combinations of them. Portfolio 1-3 contains hedged positions in order to study

how the implementation handles hedges. Portfolio 4 does not contain any hedged positions and

the price of the instruments in the portfolio does not depend on any common risk factors. This

portfolio is created to check that the strategy is to liquidate the positions as soon as possible when

there are no hedges in the portfolio. For each of these portfolios liquidation strategies with different

objectives are calculated. These involved the naive strategy, where every position is closed out as

soon as possible while still respecting the restrictions associated with the closeout process, and the

strategies obtained when solving the optimization problems in section 3.1.1.1, 3.1.1.2 and 3.1.1.3,

denoted as the LWL strategy, the LPL strategy and the LTL strategy, respectively. Using the ob-

tained strategies the risk metrics are calculated, and the aggregated P&L is plotted for the scenario

yielding the c-value. As the portfolios are synthetic, the focus wont be on the actual values of the

risk metrics. Instead the ratio of the risk metrics obtained using LWL, LPL and LTL as objectives to

the corresponding risk metric obtained using the naive strategy is studied. The ratios included are

the worst permanent loss metric, min
rk∈R

PLx/min
rk∈R

PLnaive, and the c-value, c-valuex/c-valuenaive.

The x should be replaces with a specification of the objective function.

1The API of the wrapper can be found at http://lpsolve.sourceforge.net/5.5/Java/docs/api/
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For each portfolio risk scenarios are generated, containing the relevant risk factors. However, the

production of scenarios are not prioritized in this project. For some test cases the paths of the spot

risk factors are produced using multivariate GBM, see section 2.1.1. GBM is chosen since it is a

common way to simulate stock prices. The correlation between the different risk factors is assumed

to be linear and constant in time. For one portfolio two specific paths are defined for each risk

factor, an upward and a downward movement in percentage of its original value. Interest rates and

volatilities are kept constant in the liquidation period. Values for the interest rate with different

borrowing times: today, 1 month, 4 months, 6 months and 1 year are used. Using this, a curve is

made through linear interpolation. The resulting curve can be seen in Figure 3.2.
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Figure 3.2: Risk-free interest rate used when testing portfolios.

All tests are performed on the environment presented in Table 3.1. The data obtained is processed

and plots are generated using MATLAB.

Table 3.1: Specifications of test environment.

CPU Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU E5620 @ 2.40GHz 2.39GHz
Memory 24.0GB
OS Windows 7 64-bit

3.3.1 Portfolio 1

Portfolio 1 consists of positions in two different instruments: a non-dividend-paying stock and a

forward contract with the same stock as underlying. It contains a long position in the stock and a

short position in the forward contract. Since the forward price depends on the price of the stock, this

combination is a hedge. The value of the forward contract is calculated using equation (2.6) and as

it is an OTC-instrument, it is not allowed to be partially liquidated and it cannot be liquidated until

day 10. The stock on the other hand can be liquidated on any time step. The relevant information

on the portfolio is given in Table 3.2. There is one risk factor in this portfolio, the price of the stock,

and it is simulated using GBM, with the drift µ = 0.01 and volatility σ = 0.2. The price of the

stock at t = T0 is S(0) = 100. To test this portfolio 1000 risk scenarios are generated.
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CHAPTER 3. METHOD

Table 3.2: Information on portfolio 1. The portfolio consist of a long position in a stock and a short
position in a forward contract with this stock as the underlying.

Instrument Quantity
Market
depth

Execution
lag

Days to
maturity

Strike/future
price

Stock 10 10 000 1 - -

Forward on
stock

-100 10 000 10 360 90

3.3.2 Portfolio 2

Portfolio 2 contains three different instruments: a futures contract on a non-dividend-paying stock,

a call option on a futures contract and a put option on a futures contract. The call option and the

put option are both European, have the same strike price, expiration date and futures contract as

underlying. This is a futures contract that has the same underlying as the futures contract held in

the portfolio. The two options form a option strategy called synthetic short futures that simulates

the payoff of a short futures contract. This should hedge the long futures position kept in the

portfolio. The options are OTC instruments and therefore does not allow partial liquidation and

require a 10-day close out period while, the futures contract can be closeout on any time step. The

whole position in the futures contract cannot be liquidated all at once as it has a market depth of 500

instruments per day. Furthermore, the futures contract is settled daily. The relevant information

on the portfolio is given in Table 3.3. The price of the futures contact is calculated using equation

(2.7), and since the interest rate is kept constant the only risk factor affecting its price is the price

of the underlying stock S. The price of the call option is calculated using (2.12) and the price of the

put option is calculated using (2.13). As mentioned earlier, the volatility and interest rate are kept

constant for these tests. Therefore the price fluctuations of the options will depend on the price of

the underlying futures contract solely. This in turn depends on S. From this we see that we only

have one risk factor, S. It is simulated using GBM with a starting value of S(0) = 100, a drift

µ = 0.01 and a volatility σ = 0.3. To test this portfolio 2000 risk scenarios are generated.

Table 3.3: Information on portfolio 2. The portfolio consist of a long position in a futures contract, a short
position in a call option on a futures contract and a long position in a put option on a futures contract.

Instrument Quantity
Market
depth

Execution
lag

Days to
maturity

Strike/future
price

Future 2000 500 1 61 -

Call option -2000 10 000 10 71 95

Put option 2000 10 000 10 71 95

3.3.3 Portfolio 3

Portfolio 3 contains two different instruments: a forward contract on a non-dividend-paying stock

S1 and a European call option on another non-dividend-paying stock S2. The stocks are negatively

correlated, meaning that when the price of one stock exhibits an upward movement the price of the

other stock is likely to decrease. Both positions in the instruments are short. The forward is an

OTC instrument and therefore does not allow partial liquidation and requires a 10-day close out

period while the call option can be closeout on any time step. The whole position in the option

cannot be liquidated all at once as it has a market depth of 500 instruments per day. The relevant

information on the portfolio is given in Table 3.4. The price of the forward contact is calculated
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using equation (2.6), and since the interest rate is kept constant the only risk factor affecting its

price is the price of the underlying stock S1. The price of the call option is calculated using (2.8). As

the volatilities of the stocks and the interest rate are kept constant, the value of the option contract

will vary when the price of the underlying stock S2 varies.

For this portfolio we have two risk factors, S1 and S2. They are simulated using multidimensional

GBM. Both stocks had the same starting value S1(0) = S2(0) = 100, drift µ1 = µ2 = 0.01 and

volatility σ1 = σ2 = 0.3. The correlation matrix is

C =

(
1 −0.9

−0.9 1

)
. (3.13)

To test the portfolio 1000 risk scenarios are generated.

Table 3.4: Information on portfolio 3. The portfolio consist of a short position in a forward contract and a
short position in a call option.

Instrument Quantity
Market
depth

Execution
lag

Days to
maturity

Strike/future
price

Forward -1000 10 000 10 61 100

Call option -1000 500 1 61 100

3.3.4 Portfolio 4

Portfolio 4 contains five different instruments: the stock S5, a forward on the stock S1, a future

on the stock S2, a European call option on the stock S3 and a European put option on the stock

S4. All stocks are uncorrelated and does not pay any dividend. The portfolio consists of a long

position in the stock, the futures contract and the call option, and a short position in the forward

and the call option. There are some restrictions concerning the liquidation of the portfolio. The

first is that the forward and the put option are OTC instruments therefore they are not allowed

to be partially liquidated and require a 10-day close out period. Secondly, the futures contract

have an execution lag of three days, and cannot be traded until then. The rest of the instruments

can be liquidated on any time step. Thirdly, the call option and the futures contract have market

depths smaller than the number of contracts in the portfolio, and therefore cannot be liquidated

all in one time step. Fourthly, the futures position is the only instrument that is settled daily.

Further details of the portfolio are presented in Table 3.5. The price of the forward contract is

calculated using equation (2.6), the price of the futures contract is calculated using equation (2.7),

the price of the call option is calculated using equation (2.8) and the price of the put option is

calculated using (2.9). Since the interest rate and volatilities of the stocks are kept constant the

only risk factors affecting the prices are the price of the stocks S1, S2, S3, S4 and S5. Instead of

using GBM to simulate price paths of these, the price of every stock is assumed to follow an upward

movement or a downward movement. As the prices of the stocks are uncorrelated they can go either

up or down independently of each other and the number of risk scenarios is then 25 = 32. The

reason for composing the scenarios like this is to make sure that the risk factors are independent.

Generating risk scenarios using GBM might not ensure this. As time increases so is the change in

the risk factor relative to its value at the default and this corresponds to the increase of risk as time

passes. The movements are the same for every stock price and they are presented in Table 3.6. The

percentage change is with respect to the starting value. The prices of the stocks at closeout are set

to: S1(0) = 110, S2(0) = 60, S3(0) = 120, S4(0) = 90, and S5(0) = 70.
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Table 3.5: Information on portfolio 4. The portfolio consist of a forward contract, a futures contract, a call
option, a put option and a stock.

Instrument Quantity
Market
depth

Execution
lag

Days to
maturity

Strike/future
price

Stock (S5) 300 10 000 1 - -

Forward on
S1

-1000 10 000 10 100 90

Future on S2 2000 500 3 151 -
Call option
on S3

700 300 1 61 140

Put option
on S4

-1000 10 000 10 91 100

Table 3.6: Upward and downward movement for the stock prices.

State h = 1 h = 2 h = 3 h = 4 h = 5 h = 6 h = 7 h = 8 h = 9 h = 10
Up 10% 13% 15% 16% 18% 20% 23% 24% 25% 27%

Down −10% −13% −15% −16% −18% −20% −23% −24% −25% −27%
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Chapter 4

Results

This chapter contains the results from testing the implementation according to the test procedure

described in chapter 3. The liquidation strategies obtained solving the optimization problems for

the test portfolios are presented as well a comparison between the risk metrics from using these

strategies and the naive strategy.

4.1 Portfolio 1

The liquidation schedules obtained using the four different objectives are shown in Figure 4.1. The

naive strategy differs from the rest, as it liquidates the stock at t = T0 + 1 and the forward contract

at t = T0 + 10. Using LWL, LPL or LTL as objective functions all yields the same optimal strategy

where the liquidation of the stock is postponed until t = T0 + 10, where the forward contract is

liquidated as well.
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Figure 4.1: Liquidation strategies for portfolio 1.

In Figure 4.2 the accumulated losses using the obtained strategies are plotted for the scenario yielding

the c-value. For every strategy, the worst loss over all time steps is the terminal loss. Using the

naive strategy, the permanent loss is worse than when liquidating according to the other strategies.

As no extra funding is needed in addition to the permanent loss, we have TL = 0 in equation (2.33).
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Figure 4.2: Accumulated losses for the scenario yielding the c-value for liquidation of portfolio 1.

We now compare the outcomes of using LWL, LPL or LTL as the objective function with the outcome

when using the naive strategy. In Table 4.1 the ratio of the worst permanent losses assessed over

all scenarios as well as the ratio of the c-values are given. As TL = 0 using all strategies, the worst

permanent losses and the c-values are equal. The ratios are below 100% which means that the naive

strategy yield larger losses than the other strategies.

Table 4.1: Comparison to naive strategy for portfolio 1.

Objective
min
rk∈R

PLobjective

min
rk∈R

PLnaive

c-valueobjective
c-valuenaive

LWL 92% 92%
LTL 92% 92%
LPL 92% 92%

4.2 Portfolio 2

The liquidation schedules for portfolio 2 obtained using the four objectives are shown in Figure 4.3.

The same optimal strategy is found when using LPL and LWL as objectives. The strategy is to put

off the liquidation of the futures contract until the end of the period, closing out 500 contracts a day

on t = T0 + 7, T0 + 8, T0 + 9, T0 + 10. Using LTL as objective, the returned strategy did postpone

the closeout of some, but not all, futures contract until the end of the period. The procedure is to

liquidate 321 future contracts on t = T0 + 1, 179 contracts on t = T0 + 7, and 500 contracts a day

on t = T0 + 8, T0 + 9, T0 + 10. The naive strategy liquidates 500 futures contracts a day the first

four time steps as expected. In all strategies the options are liquidated on t = T0 + 10, since this is

the only possible day as specified in the constraints.
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Figure 4.3: Liquidation strategies for portfolio 2.

In Figure 4.4 the accumulated losses using the obtained strategies are plotted for the scenario yielding

the c-value. For the naive strategy and the LTL strategy the permanent loss is the worst loss. This

means no extra funding is needed in addition to the permanent loss and we have TL = 0 in equation

(2.33). For the other two strategies (which are the same) there is a need of extra funding since the

permanent loss is smaller than the worst transient loss. These strategies yield a smaller closeout

cost compared to the LTL strategy and the naive strategy.
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Figure 4.4: Accumulated losses for the scenario yielding the c-value for liquidation of portfolio 2.
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We now compare the outcomes of using LWL, LPL or LTL as the objective function with the outcome

when using the naive strategy. In Table 4.2 the ratio of the worst permanent losses assessed over

all scenarios as well as the ratio of the c-values are given. Here we can see that the LWL and LPL
strategies yields a worst permanent loss just below half of what the worst case permanent loss is

using when the naive strategy, and the c-value is about 3/5 of the c-value obtained using the naive

strategy. The worst permanent loss and the c-value obtained using the LTL strategy are both half

of the corresponding values retrieved when using the naive strategy.

Table 4.2: Comparison to naive strategy for portfolio 2.

Objective
min
rk∈R

PLobjective

min
rk∈R

PLnaive

c-valueobjective
c-valuenaive

LWL 48% 58%
LTL 50% 50%
LPL 48% 58%

4.3 Portfolio 3

Portfolio 3 contains a forward contract and a call option, both on stocks. The stocks are negatively

correlated. Using LWL, LPL or LTL as objective functions all yields the same optimal liquidation

strategy. The liquidation of the call option is postponed until t = T0 + 9 and t = T0 + 10 where 500

contracts are closed out each day. The naive strategy liquidates 500 call options on t = T0 + 1 and

t = T0 + 2. In all strategies the liquidation of the forward contract happens on t = T0 + 10 as it is

an OTC contract and have to be auctioned. The strategies are presented in Figure 4.5.
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Figure 4.5: Liquidation strategies for portfolio 3.

In Figure 4.6 the accumulated losses using the obtained strategies are plotted for the scenario yielding

the c-value. For all strategies the permanent loss is the worst loss, and no extra funding is needed
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in addition to this.
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Figure 4.6: Accumulated losses for the scenario yielding the c-value for liquidation of portfolio 3.

We now compare the outcomes of using LWL, LPL or LTL as the objective function with the outcome

when using the naive strategy. In Table 4.3 the ratio of the worst permanent losses assessed over

all scenarios as well as the ratio of the c-values are given. The worst permanent loss obtained using

the naive strategy is larger than the worst case using the other strategies, and the same is true for

the c-values.

Table 4.3: Comparison to naive strategy for portfolio 3.

Objective
min
rk∈R

PLobjective

min
rk∈R

PLnaive

c-valueobjective
c-valuenaive

LWL 86% 86%
LTL 86% 86%
LPL 86% 86%

4.4 Portfolio 4

Portfolio 4 contains five different instruments, and their prices depend on the prices of different

uncorrelated stocks. Solving the optimization problem with the different objectives all returns the

same liquidation strategy, where all positions are closed out as soon as possible. The strategy is

presented in Figure 4.7. The position in the stock S5 is liquidated on t = T0 + 1. The liquidation

of the future contracts and the call options are spread out over several time steps due to limited

market depth. 300 call option contracts are closed out a day on t = T0 + 1 and t = T0 + 2, and 100

on t = T0 + 3. The closeout of the future contracts cannot start until t = T0 + 3 by reason of the

execution lag. On t = T0 + 3 and on the three following days 500 contracts a day are liquidated.

The positions in the put option and the forward contract are liquidated on t = T0 + 10, since they
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are OTC instruments that have to be auctioned all at once.
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Figure 4.7: Liquidation strategy for portfolio 4.

In Figure 4.8 the accumulated losses using the obtained strategies are plotted for the scenario yielding

the c-value. Since the strategy is the same using all objectives, so is the potential losses. For this

scenario no extra funding is needed in addition to the permanent loss as it is the largest loss.
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Figure 4.8: Accumulated losses for the scenario yielding the c-value for liquidation of portfolio 4.

We now compare the outcomes of using LWL, LPL or LTL as the objective function with the outcome
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when using the naive strategy. In Table 4.4 the ratio of the worst permanent losses assessed over

all scenarios as well as the ratio of the c-values are given. Since the naive strategy is equal to all

strategies, the worst permanent losses and c-values are the same.

Table 4.4: Comparison to naive strategy for portfolio 4.

Objective
min
rk∈R

PLobjective

min
rk∈R

PLnaive

c-valueobjective
c-valuenaive

LWL 100% 100%
LTL 100% 100%
LPL 100% 100%
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Chapter 5

Discussion

In this chapter, the results presented in chapter 4 are analyzed and discussed. Thereafter follows

suggestions on future work and finally, the chapter ends with evaluating if the goal set in chapter 1

is reached and with a conclusion of the work.

5.1 Analysis of the result

For portfolio 1 the optimization problem using LWL, LTL and LPL as objective yielded the same

strategy. The hedge is kept as the liquidation of the stock is postponed until the forward could be

liquidated. The naive strategy yielded a larger maximum permanent loss and c-value than when

using the strategy found through optimizing with respect to LWL, LTL and LPL, but only by a few

percent. The situation will be different if the initial portfolio contains a fewer number of forward

contracts, for example if it initially contains -10 forward contracts instead of -100. For this portfolio

the chance of permanent losses is very small, and the liquidation strategies using LWL, LTL and LPL
as objective would no longer yield the same strategy. The LPL strategy would still postpone the

liquidation of the stocks until the last time step, but the LWL and LTL strategies would move some

of this liquidation to the first time step. The reason for this is that they both optimize with respect

to transient losses and as the value of the one stock is much larger than the value of one forward

contract, the aggregated P&L for all time steps is very likely to be equal or larger than 0. When

postponing the liquidation of all stocks the aggregated P&L will be equal to 0 for all time steps

except when t = T0 + 10. Liquidating some of the stock on t = T0 + 1 will most likely give a positive

aggregated P&L on all time steps, given that the price of the stock has not increased extremely until

the last time step. This is why the LWL and LTL strategies favour that some of the stocks should

be liquidated on the first time step, to avoid 0 from being the worst aggregated P&L. To eliminate

this effect for the LWL strategy new constraints can be added to the optimization problem (3.5).

By adding LWL ≤ L(rk, H),∀ rk ∈ R the unrealized accumulated profits will be ignored. Using

this in the current case will return a liquidation strategy equal to the LPL strategy. Incorporating

this constraint might make the implemented model a little bit more alike the model described in the

BMF&FBovespa risk management manual [5]. A similar modification can be made to the problem

where the worst transient loss is optimized, here the extra constraint would be LTL ≤ 0. However

for the portfolio just described the solver will probably not return a suitable liquidation strategy as

the constraints will be met for a large number of solutions that yields the maximum LTL = 0.

Portfolio 2 consists of a long futures contract with limited market depth and a synthetic short fu-

tures contract. Running the risk model on this portfolio with various set of scenarios could in some

cases yield different optimal strategies, and the strategy that is fluctuating the most is the LTL
strategy. For a few runs the liquidation of some of the futures contract took place in the middle of

the liquidation period. This does not make any sense since if an instrument is not hedging another

instrument, it should be liquidated as soon as possible due to market risk. If the instrument is

hedging an OTC instrument for example, it should be traded as to keep the hedge, that is on the
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same time step as the OTC instrument. There is no reason for the instrument to be liquidated

between these time steps. That this is the case in some of the runs is probably due to that the

scenarios supplied are not good enough.

For portfolio 3 the liquidation strategies using LWL, LTL and LTL as objective yielded the same

strategy. The closeout of the call option is postponed until the end of the liquidation period when

the forward had to be closed out as well. As the underlying stocks are strongly negatively corre-

lated this is expected. The results obtained for portfolio 4 are expected as well, where all strategies

liquidate the portfolio as soon as possible. There are no hedged positions and the prices of the

instruments in the portfolio varies with different risk factors. As it is reasonable that risk increases

with time (as in the used scenarios), the positions should be closed out at the earliest opportunity

if there is no reason, such as the position hedging another position, to keep it. This is a case when

the naive strategy is the optimal liquidation strategy.

In order to use the risk model, future potential paths of risk factors had to be generated. One of

the techniques employed to generate risk scenarios to be used when evaluating the test portfolios

is GBM. The reason for generating 1000-2000 scenarios per portfolio are to cover as many types

of scenarios as possible. However, most of these scenarios are probably not adverse enough to be

useful in the calculation. The scenarios should be generated more carefully, but as mentioned, to

generate scenarios is not in the scope of this thesis. However, they are an important part of the risk

calculation method. Work on risk scenario generation together with the CORE methodology has

been done, see [11].

For the tested portfolios the calculated liquidation strategies all yield a better result than the naive

strategy. As the LWL strategy takes into account both permanent and transient losses it is to prefer,

at least for the tested portfolios. The reason for including the LPL is mainly for comparison. The

LTL strategy is more unpredictable and should be tested with better scenarios.

5.2 Future work

The implementation is tested using a number of synthetic portfolios. They are composed of sim-

ple financial instruments: non-dividend-paying stocks, non-deliverable forwards, futures and plain

vanilla options. For the instruments having an underlying instrument, it is a non-dividend-paying

stock with the exception for some options having an underlying instrument that is a futures con-

tracts on a non-dividend-paying stock. Further testing, with portfolios containing other types of

instruments and trading strategies, should be performed to study the behaviour of the implementa-

tion. The implementation also ought to be tested with real market data and authentic instruments.

It would be interesting to do backtesting on a few portfolios and analyze the risk metrics obtained

e.g. the c-value. For these tests the generation of scenarios should be performed more carefully and

additional risk factors should be used. In the executed tests the interest rate and volatilities are two

risk factors that are kept constant for simplicity. These should be included in the risk scenarios.

As mentioned in chapter 3 there are some simplifications in the implemented model, such as the

assumption that as soon as an instrument is liquidated money is paid/received and this is usu-

ally not the case as there are settlement periods. The implemented model could be improved by

eliminating these simplifications. Also, there may be special treatment of certain portfolios de-

pending on the content. For example the c-value metric could be subject to extra calculations,

as in [5], if containing short positions in deep out-of-the-money options or offsetting positions with
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long and short maturities. These extra calculations are not currently present in the implementation.

The problem of finding an optimal liquidation strategy is stated as an MILP problem, however there

is currently no computer code able to consistently solve these types of problems. It is recommended

that integer variables should be approximated by continuous ones whenever possible [7]. It could be

interesting to see how the solutions would differ if removing the integer restrictions on the variables

representing the amounts liquidated each time step. The B&B enumerates the solution space and

solve multiple LP problems, but this would only require to solve one LP problem and therefore

it would be computationally advantageous. The tested portfolios are small and considering more

complex portfolios the number of possible integer solutions to the problem will increase fast. For

example lets consider a portfolio of 10 instruments with 10 positions in each. Assume further that

the liquidation period has 10 time steps and that every instrument can be liquidated on every one

of them. From equation (3.11) we calculate that the number of possible solutions is of order 1049.

The solution time when using the implementation on the test portfolios varied from a few seconds

to several minutes. If a suboptimal solution is acceptable, a timeout could be set when the solving

process should be interrupted. If an integer solution is found (that is possibly not the optimal one)

it will be returned, and this is a suboptimal solution. The solver lp solve is used to solve the MILP

problem, however it is not the most optimal choice. Non-commercial solvers such as GUROBI,

CPLEX outperform it with respect to solution time [12]. The solver could be replaced if desired.

5.3 Conclusion

In this thesis an implementation of a risk model incorporating optimal liquidation schedules, based

on the CORE methodology, has been performed and studied. The goal of the thesis is to investi-

gate the CORE methodology and implement a risk model using this theory, and thus the goal is

reached. To test the implementation a number of synthetic portfolios are evaluated and for those,

the found strategies performed better than the naive strategy. Further testing should be done in

order to evaluate its performance, for example backtesting to evaluate if the risk metrics obtained

are reasonable. This testing should be done with more carefully generated scenarios.
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Appendix A

Test case - simple example

This section contains a simple example on what liquidation strategy should be chosen using the

implemented risk model with LWL chosen as objective. To calculate what liquidation strategy is

optimal in the sense that it reduces the sum of the permanent and worst transient loss, scenarios

are needed. For the following examples the risk scenarios presented in Table A.1 have been used.

The risk scenarios contain one single risk factor and for each time step the risk factor changes by a

certain percentage of the start value. Let the value of the risk factor at default be 100, then for

example in scenario 1 when t = 2 its value is 100× 1.50 = 150.

Table A.1: Risk scenarios.

Scenario t=1 t=2 t=3
Scenario 1 30% 50% 60%
Scenario 2 -20% -30% -40%
Scenario 3 10% -40% -20%

We are going to consider one portfolio containing two different instruments. The portfolio consists

of a long position in instrument 1 and a short position in instrument 2 and the details are found in

Table A.2.

Table A.2: A portfolio consisting of one illiquid instrument.

Instrument Quantity Market depth Execution lag Settled daily
Instrument 1 1 10 000 3 no
Instrument 2 -2 10 000 1 no

Applying equation (3.12) to calculate the liquidation period H we get

max (3 +

⌈
1

10000

⌉
− 1, 1 +

⌈
2

10000

⌉
− 1) = 3 (A.1)

This portfolio requires the closeout to happen in three time steps. As instrument 1 cannot be

traded until t = 3 and this is also when the liquidation period ends, the only option for it is to be

liquidated on t = 3. For instrument 2 there are a few more options on liquidation strategies as it is

possible to liquidate it on any time step. From equation (3.10) we calculate the number of possible

strategies (
3 + 2− 1

2

)
=

(2 + 3− 1)!

2! (3− 1)!
= 6. (A.2)

Hence, there are 6 possible strategies to liquidate the portfolio. The possibilities for how to close

out instrument 2 are listed in Table A.3
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Table A.3: Possible liquidation strategies of instrument 2.

Strategy t=1 t=2 t=3
Strategy 1 2 0 0
Strategy 2 1 1 0
Strategy 3 1 0 1
Strategy 4 0 1 1
Strategy 5 0 2 0
Strategy 6 0 0 2

Let the risk factor correspond to the price of the synthetic instruments considered. To proceed the

price functions and result functions of the instruments must be calculated. The prices of the

instruments are the same as the risk factor and the calculation is omitted. The only values

interesting of the result function for instrument 1 are those for t = 3, presented in Table A.4.

Table A.4: Values of ψ1(rk, 3).

Scenario t=3
Scenario 1 160
Scenario 2 60
Scenario 3 80

The calculated values of of the result function instrument 2 are presented in Table A.5.

Table A.5: Values of ψ2(rk, h).

Scenario t=1 t=2 t=3
Scenario 1 -260 -300 -320
Scenario 2 -160 -140 -120
Scenario 3 -220 -120 -160

In order to determine the optimal liquidation strategy for the portfolio the accumulated P&L has

to be considered as well. For each strategy the values of L(rk, t) for all scenarios and time steps as

well as the value of equation (3.2) are presented in Table A.6.
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Table A.6: Values of L(rk, t) for all strategies.

t=1 t=2 t=3
Strategy 1
Scenario 1 -260 -260 -100
Scenario 2 -160 -160 -100
Scenario 3 -220 -220 -140

min
rk∈R

[L(rk, 3) + min (L(rk, 1), L(rk, 2), L(rk, 3))] = −360

Strategy 2
Scenario 1 -130 -280 -120
Scenario 2 -80 -150 -90
Scenario 3 -110 -170 -90

min
rk∈R

[L(rk, 3) + min (L(rk, 1), L(rk, 2), L(rk, 3))] = −400

Strategy 3
Scenario 1 -130 -130 -130
Scenario 2 -80 -80 -80
Scenario 3 -110 -110 -110

min
rk∈R

[L(rk, 3) + min (L(rk, 1), L(rk, 2), L(rk, 3))] = −260

Strategy 4
Scenario 1 0 -150 -150
Scenario 2 0 -70 -70
Scenario 3 0 -60 -60

min
rk∈R

[L(rk, 3) + min (L(rk, 1), L(rk, 2), L(rk, 3))] = −300

Strategy 5
Scenario 1 0 -300 -140
Scenario 2 0 -140 -80
Scenario 3 0 -120 -40

min
rk∈R

[L(rk, 3) + min (L(rk, 1), L(rk, 2), L(rk, 3))] = −440

Strategy 6
Scenario 1 0 0 -160
Scenario 2 0 0 -60
Scenario 3 0 0 -80

min
rk∈R

[L(rk, 3) + min (L(rk, 1), L(rk, 2), L(rk, 3))] = −320

As the optimization problem would like to maximize equation (3.2), we see from Table A.6 that

the optimal strategy is strategy 3.
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